
HIV met too cool a response from the 
scientific community, although he has 
softened his fixation on Mycoplasma as 
the essential cofactor in this new English
edition.

Montagnier depicts his style of leadership
as authoritarian rather than persuasive. He
“instructs” fellow scientist Jean-Claude
Chermann to set up serological assays, and
he “assigned to Marc Alizon the arduous task
of cloning”HIV,to be sequenced with Simon
Wain-Hobson and Pierre Sonigo. I think
Montagnier does himself injustice here, for,
by the time I arrived on sabbatical at the 
Bâtiment du SIDA, the pasteuriens were liv-
ing up to Emile Roux’s ideal “where individ-
uals could contribute to a common goal
without risking their intellectual freedom”.
But by then, Chermann had left for a sunnier 
clime,while Alizon and Sonigohad moved to
the Institut Cochin.

Montagnier claims he gained his insight
into AIDS because he trained in medicine as
well as science. “Clinicians take care of the
sick. Researchers take care of lab work. And
most importantly, no one can stray from his
or her corner. I have taken the risk of trans-
gressing these customs.” But after a genera-
tion of MD/PhD programmes, Montagnier
is by no means unique. He wrongly states
that “Gallo was not a medical doctor, but
rather a biochemist by training”, and that 
this led Gallo to “misunderstandings and
blunders”. This general does not know his
adversary.

In the epilogue, Montagnier explains
how he is using his fame to fight the real
enemy, AIDS. “I have realised that my 
position as a pioneer researcher and the
notoriety I have achieved should help me to
reach beyond my research activities and
contribute to resolving the problem of AIDS
worldwide.” Accordingly, he set about 
establishing three centres, in a private hospi-
tal in Paris, in Abidjan on the Ivory Coast,
and at Queens College, New York, with 
further centres promised across the world.
Alas, not long after writing of this grandiose
enterprise, more bitter pills are having to 
be swallowed as the New York and Paris
schemes collapse. As with biotechnology
companies,pioneers do not always make the
best chief executive officers.

Overall, the book is illuminating not so
much about AIDS as about the attitudes and
vicissitudes of one of its major players. Now
that the two opposing generals have set down
their memoirs, the troops will hope they can
march forward peacefully towards better
treatment and an effective vaccine. There is,
however,one further memoir I should like to
read but doubt will be written — that of
Françoise Barré-Sinoussi, the Rosalind
Franklin of HIV. n

Robin A. Weiss is at the Windeyer Institute,
University College London, 46 Cleveland Street,
London W1P 6DB, UK.
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Type and archetype
Hoffman and Herring in the Field Museum,
Chicago.
Martin Kemp
The Field Museum in Chicago, built to house the
biological and anthropological collections for the
World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893, is one of
those remarkable foundations in which the
creations of nature and ‘artistic masterpieces’
stand cheek-by-jowl as much by accident as by
design. Devoted to natural history and
anthropology, those fraternal twins of
nineteenth-century science, the museum contains
a rich treasury of artefacts originally collected
from exotic cultures as items of ethnographic
significance. Many, such as African masks and
oriental jade, would now seem equally at home as
aesthetic treasures in the nearby Art Institute.

A few works were ordered specifically from
contemporary artists as a more conscious effort to
bring ‘art’ into the museum.In 1930, the notable
sculptor Malvina Hoffman was commissioned to
create a series of bronzes of ethnic types from
around the world.The commission had a
distinguished,mainly French ancestry,most
notably the striking ethnic busts by Charles-
Henri-Joseph Cordier assembled from 1851
onwards in the anthropological gallery of the
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle.

Born in New York in 1885 and trained by the
great Auguste Rodin in Paris,Hoffman had
gained a reputation for strongly characterized
portraits and family groups.For the Field project
she produced not only busts but also life-size
figures,often in action,and ingeniously staged
groups.The Pygmy Family from the Ituri Forest in
northeast Congo, sculpted in 1931,gives a good
idea of the powerful modelling and vivid portrayals
characteristic of the 104 works that more than
adequately met the museum’s expectations.

Almost three-quarters of a century later, the
conceptual framework within which we approach
the works has become more complex.No longer
displayed in the Hall of the Races of Mankind,
they are now dispersed in perambulatory spaces.

The ‘politically correct’curator of today is likely to
feel a tinge of unease in the face of such
picturesque portrayals of exotic racial types as
objects of artistic curiosity. Immediately at the top
of the stairs, a display featuring busts of a Zulu
and a Padang woman (the latter’s neck extended
by stacked rings) accordingly invites us to
consider the cultural construction of beauty.
Photographs of Elisabeth Vigée-Lebrun’s elegant
portrait of Marie Antoinette,Rubens’voluptuous
Feast of Venus and bikini-clad sunbathers on a
Californian beach aspire to render Western
conventions as curious as the strange customs of
African ‘natives’.

The museum’s free brochure-map seems to
signal unease when it exhorts each visitor to the
“Exhibitions about Culture”to consider how
“some of these exhibits may portray people or
ideas that are new to you. Thank you for viewing
all the displays with respect for the traditions and
environments they represent.”

One potentially telling element in the
museum’s visual ensemble of artistry is now more
likely to be overlooked than treated with active
disrespect. In the main hall,high above Carl
Akeley’s compelling taxidermic drama of two
elephants fighting, stand two immaculately white
statues representing Science and The Dissemination
of Knowledge, commissioned from Henry Herring
in 1915.Standing on the balcony,we can stare
directly across from the lumpily uncompromising
portrayal of the bronze woman and child in
Hoffman’s Pygmy Family to the Grecian
perfection of Herring’s high-minded allegory.

As with so much anthropological
characterization, the aesthetic ideal set by ancient
marble Venuses and the Apollo Belvedere
continued to provide the ingrained visual filters
through which other works were evaluated.
Ethnic type stood characterized by contrast to
aesthetic archetype. Is this a habit we have wholly
discarded? n

Martin Kemp is in the Department of the History
of Art, University of Oxford, 35 Beaumont Street,
Oxford OX1 2PG, UK.

Science in culture
Ethnic meets
aesthetic:
visitors to the
museum can
view Malvina
Hoffman’s
Pygmy Family
and Henry
Herring’s
Dissemination of
Knowledge
together.
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